Corrigendum to Verbatim Report of Thirty-Ninth Meeting of Commission A (E/PC/T/A/PV/39)

The following corrections should be made to the remarks made by the Delegate of the United Kingdom:

Page 39.
19th line: insert "that" between "mind" and "this".
21st line: for "authorised" substitute "passed".
23rd line: insert comma after "provisions".
24th and 25th lines: delete and substitute: "it. If any law is introduced which would conflict with these provisions, then clearly there is a right for a ....".
28th line: for "the case of the" substitute "a case might be".
29th line: before "Organisation" insert "brought before the": delete "is a case".

Page 40
3rd and 4th lines: for "Nobody can claim to .....it," substitute "Nobody claims that its terms conflict with the Charter, but it may .....".
5th line: for "it" insert "he".
6th line: for "it" insert "the national".
7th line: insert "concerned" before "has": "his" for "its" in both cases.
14th line: delete "new".
16th line: after "and" insert "in that case".
17th line: delete "in that case".
20th line: for "us" substitute "me that"; for "takes" substitute "keeps".
21st line: for "distinctly" read "distinct".

P.T.O.
Page 51
7th line: for "to" substitute "on".
8th line: delete "of the text".

Page 56
6th line: for "series" substitute "a wide range"; delete "measures".

Page 58
6th line: for "imply that" substitute "bring in", delete "was".
8th line: for "automatically" substitute "ordinarily".
10th line: for "at the earliest opportunity" substitute "in (b)".

Page 61
6th line: for "before" substitute "when".
8th line: for "If it is not accepted, it should be before" substitute "As regards the Charter it should not be the date of acceptance, but".
12th line: for "envolved" substitute "involved".
14th line: for "of" substitute "in".
15th line: for "may" substitute "might".
17th line: insert comma after "Agreement", substitute "then" for "when".

Page 62
24th line: for "signature of" substitute "signatories and".

Page 64
11th line: for "other is" substitute "others are".
16th line: for "before" substitute "for".
17th line: for "can" substitute "to".

Page 75
2nd line: for "by correspondence with" substitute "under the provision corresponding to".
3rd line: for "correspondence with" substitute "under", insert "corresponding to the" after "provision" and delete "regarding".

Page 85
4th line: for "amendments" read "amendment".